Abstract-The effect of facial ring jewelry is investigated on the energy absorbed in the head when illuminated by communicationsenabled personal data assistant (PDA)-type devices. We study the relative changes in specific absorption rates in the head due to perturbing metallic rings in proximity to the face illuminated by a 1.8 GHz dipole and a monopole on a conducting box. Simple and complex head models used in a validated finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation are compared with measurements from an industry standard DASY4 SAR measurement system. Both simulation and measurement are referred to the IEEE specific anthropomorphic mannequin head. Results show that metallic rings may alter specific absorption rates (SAR) level distributions within the head. Results are given for several common ring sizes.
The Energy Absorbed in the Human Head Due to Ring-Type Jewelry and Face-Illuminating Mobile Phones Using a Dipole and a Realistic Source to the ear. A continuous wave (CW) source is used to simulate a communications-enabled PDA positioned in front of the head; (possible effects of a wire or a Bluetooth link to an earpiece have not been considered in this paper). Considered discussion is given to the choice of numerical electromagnetic phantom models and the choice of representative sources. Intuitively, it would seem that for this type of research a realistic source would produce realistic results. However, the range of sources is so diverse that such a source has not yet been agreed upon. We have, therefore, chosen to refer all of our results to the agreed standard of the IEEE specific anthropomorphic mannequin (SAM) head. This allows for simple comparison and simple measurement of the likely main effects of ring type jewelry on the SAR in the head. Typically, mobile phones research has been conducted for MCED positioned near the ear [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, the head has also been irradiated from in front of the eye using realistic mobile phone models [3] [4] [5] . The authors of this paper have also briefly considered the effect of metallic jewelry on the SAR in the head [6] , [7] and this paper greatly extends that work. Metallic ear rings have previously been considered with a source by the ear [8] [9] [10] .
Metallic implants inside the head have been found to increase the SAR [11] , [12] . Virtanen considered metallic loops and pins inside a cylindrical head [12] . The same author has reviewed the area of passive implants [13] and investigated implants in a heterogeneous anatomical model of a head [8] . Note, results for implants are not included in this paper.
In relation to sources, the radiation efficiency of a dipole can be changed by using a passive reflector and directive element [14] . Tay found that the efficiency of the reflector could be increased if a metallic scatterer was positioned near to a dipole. The head has also been irradiated with dipoles positioned near metallic walls with a geometric head [15] and an anatomical head [16] . Both papers showed that metallic walls could increase the power absorbed in the head.
The authors have previously considered the effects on SAR of metallic spectacles with a source positioned in front of the face [17] , [18] . The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method has been used to examine thin metallic spectacles on a heterogeneous phantom [19] , [20] . The excitation used was a monopole on a metallic box positioned at the side of the head. These papers showed that metallic spectacles may redistribute energy produced by an MCED. Wang [20] postulated that increased SAR in parts of the head were due to current on the spectacles. The FDTD method with scaled models of an adult head was used to consider the effects of metallic spectacles on adults and children with a mobile phone placed by the ear [21] .
Measurements with a phantom and metallic spectacles showed that spectacles can affect the level of radiation near the eyes by 20 dB due to shielding, enhancement, and depolarization effects [22] . For MCED operating at 835 MHz held by the ear, the SAR measured in the eye closest to the phone was found to increase by almost 30% [23] .
A. Structure of This Paper
This paper is structured as follows. Section II-A contains a description of the type of sources used for our experiments. In Section II-B, the choice of simulation phantoms is discussed where the types and properties of models in FDTD are mentioned.
The first simulated results are presented in Section III-A for an homogenous cubic head with jewelry rings. It is in this abstract system that the focusing effects of rings on SAR are most easily seen. In Section III-B, measurements are presented for rings with an homogeneous SAM head. In the same section, measurements with the SAM head are compared with simulation results and agreement is obtained. Then in Section III-C, simulation results are presented for a more anatomically accurate phantom head and a more realistic source. Finally, in Section IV, conclusions of the results are discussed.
II. DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATION
Description of the FDTD code used in this paper can be found in [17] , [18] . Perfectly matched layers (PML) with geometric grading [24] are used as absorbing boundary conditions to terminate the grid. The PML is eight cells thick and is positioned at least 12 cells from the head. The Yee cell size used throughout this paper is 2 mm. The lowest number of cells per wavelength was always greater than 10, and reasonable results have been obtained with only four [25] . The time step was 3.336 pS. The simulations were run for at least 10 cycles and until stability was achieved (at least 1660 time steps). In FDTD, the metallic jewelry rings were modeled using Yee cells with the conductivity of copper [17] .
A. Dipole and Monopole Source Simulation
Two different sources have been used in this paper; a dipole and a monopole on a metallic box.
Papers in this area of research have tended to use sources that fall into two distinct groups. Sources that have associated phone structures for example a metal box and perhaps some form of modulation; and more generic sources such as plane waves, monopoles and dipoles. dipole models at 1.8 GHz have been used initially as the excitation source in this paper. Previous researchers using the same excitation include [26] , [27] . The use of a dipole source allows the simulated results to be compared with measurements. Here, in both measurement and simulation, a dipole has been positioned several centimeters away from the head and the jewelry. Therefore, the choice of excitation is less significant than in simulations where the phone is positioned next to the head, as the head will have less effect on the currents on the antenna and casing. Since the dipole is well understood, a dipole source allows the differences in absorption to be attributed properly to the jewelry rather than the source and its associated realistic metal box. The dipoles used here are vertically orientated along the Z axis, see Fig. 1 . Note, Section III-B also uses a horizontally orientated dipole (along the Y axis).
In Section III-C, a 1/4 wave monopole on a box was used to replicate a realistic phone when rings were added to the anatomically realistic head, see Fig. 1 . Tinniswood showed that a realistic phone can be accurately represented by a monopole on a metal box covered in plastic [1] . As the source in this paper was positioned several centimeters from the head, the plastic cover is less important and was not included. The monopole was positioned at the center of the top of the perfectly electrically conducting box. The dimensions of the box were . This same monopole source with slightly different sizes of metal box has often been used in the literature [21] , [28] , [29] . A model of the hand has not been included. This reduces the computational complexity and runtime [3] .
The dipoles and monopoles are fed at their center with a sinusoidal CW source and all results are normalized to 1 W. Note that there are a number of duty factors associated with mobile phones which concludes to the scaling of the results by an appropriate fraction [3] , [4] . 1 W radiated power is commonly used as it allows the results to be easily scaled as the SAR results are already in units of W/kg per W [3] .
A study using twenty adult volunteers was undertaken to measure the typical distance between the eye and screen of a PDA device when a user was reading text. The worst case scenario with the PDA closest to the eyes was 100 mm. The dipole, 100 mm from the eyes was 80 mm in front of the tip of the nose. Therefore, the source was placed at a distance of 80 mm. This was considered to be a reasonable experimental method and was usefully representative. Using the condition for the near field boundary in which is the wavenumber and is the distance between field point and source; we see that our jewelry lies in the Fresnel region at 1.8 GHz.
B. The Head Models
In this paper, three different types of head models have been used. The cubical phantom was a 200 mm cubic homogenous head with the properties of brain simulating tissue ( , , ) [IEEE 1528] with a 2 mm outer shell made of fiberglass ( , ). This Phantom allowed us to investigate rings which were a constant distance from the head and therefore, reduced the complexity of the coupling mechanism.
Phantom 2 was a SAM Phantom defined in IEEE 1528-2003, CENELEC 50361, and IEC 62209. For this phantom, we have used both a computational model for FDTD simulation and a physical model for measurement. This phantom allowed our simulation results to be compared with measurements using a modified rear-entry SAM head developed and tested by the authors [30] , [31] .
Phantom 3 is an anatomically realistic head provided by Brooks Air Force (www.brooks.af.mil/). The 3-D head, which is based on The Visible Human Project, is that of an adult male and has 25 tissue types. The tissue properties at 1.8 GHz are given in [18] . The head data has a 2 mm resolution. The three geometries used in this paper are shown in Fig. 1 and are as follows:
1) a 74 mm dipole 80 mm in front of a 200 mm homogeneous cubical phantom with a 2 mm fiberglass shell; 2) a 74 mm dipole 80 mm in front of the tip of the nose of the SAM head; and 3) a 1/4 wave monopole (the length of the monopole was 38 mm including a 2 mm gap across which a sinusoidal source was used), on a metallic box 80 mm in front of the tip of the nose of an anatomically realistic head.
III. RESULTS

A. Varying Ring Size and Distance to Cubical Phantom (1.8 GHz)
In this experiment, the cubical phantom in Fig. 1 was used. With a fixed vertically aligned dipole, the peak 1-g SAR was plotted as a function of the external circumference of the ring and the distance from the ring to the cubic head. The results can be seen in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 shows that the maximal 1-g SAR was found when a ring nearly 1 wavelength in circumference (52 mm diameter) was used. Smaller and larger rings had a lesser effect. The 1-g SAR with no ring can be seen in the figure where the circumference is zero. The distance from the ring to the cubical phantom also affects the 1-g SAR, with rings close to the cubical phantom having little effect. Larger effects were found with the ring positioned 8 to 16 mm from the cubical phantom. The largest effect is with the circumference ring, 12 mm from the head. This combination increased the 1-g SAR by 7.4 times from 0.50 to 3.70 W/kg. The figure also shows that rings that are slightly larger than a wavelength in circumference and positioned at least 12 mm away from the cubical phantom can decrease the 1-g SAR. It is well understood, that a source illuminating a resonant metallic loop creates currents on the loop. With a Z-polarized plane wave or a Z-directed dipole, the currents are not uniform around the ring and the sides of the ring (parallel to the source polarization) have the maximum currents, while the currents are at a minimum on the top and bottom sections of the ring (perpendicular to the source). These currents induce magnetic fields in a similar pattern around the ring. The electric fields around the ring are opposite to the magnetic fields (with the maximum values at the top and bottom of the ring). Fig. 3 shows the results of subtracting the local SAR values without the ring from the local SAR values calculated with the ring placed 12 mm from the cubical phantom. Recollect, that propagation is in the direction. Crudely referring geometries to a human head; the plane simulates the plane at the front of the face and the plane is the horizontal plane extending to the back of the head, see inserts in Fig. 3 . NB. Fig. 3 SAR minus SAR . Fig. 3(a) shows that the ring significantly increased the SAR at the center of the front surface of the phantom (near the ring) and that the presence of the ring decreased the SAR around the edges of the front face. Therefore, the ring focuses energy away from the edges of the front surface of cubical phantom and towards the section of the phantom closest to the ring. Fig. 3(b) shows the horizontal plane extending to the back of the head. As intuitively expected, the ring has little effect on the SAR in the back half of the head.
The area where the SAR is increased, at the front of the phantom, is not circular but approximately elliptical. with diameters of 66 mm in the axis and 52 mm in the axis. With the ring, there are two maximal regions of SAR (and increase in SAR as shown in Fig. 3 ). These occur in line with locations of the maximum current on the ring, as these high currents give rise to large magnetic fields, which are directly related to the SAR in the head [32] .
B. Measurements and Simulations With Phantom 2 at 1.8 GHz
In these experiments, a modified Phantom head called the "Loughborough phantom" (modified rear-entry SAM head developed and tested by the authors) [30] , [31] has been used. The head, which exists as Yee cells in an FDTD model and a fluid filled fiberglass human head in measurements, is based on the IEEE SAM head but has an opening at the rear to allow probing of the eyes cheeks and nose. The measurement setup is shown in Fig. 4 along with the geometry of the dipole and eyebrow ring added to Phantom 2. The figure shows that the ring touched the eyebrow and the rest of the ring was at different distances from the head. This makes the system more complex than the cubical phantom were the ring was always a constant distance from the head. Both horizontally ( axis) and vertically ( axis) aligned dipoles are considered. Results were normalized to 1-W input power. The ring (made of 2 mm diameter copper wire), was attached to the eyebrow of the SAM phantom using cotton and clear sticky tape. Plumb lines and lasers were used to ensure that the alignment and position of both the ring and dipole were as accurate as possible. The measurements from the SAR robot system are made at 1.8 GHz, with two sizes of metallic ring.
The 1-g and 10-g SAR with the eyebrow ring are shown in The largest SAR with the vertically orientated dipole occurs with the ring which has a circumference of a wavelength. Whereas with the orientated dipole, the ring resonates with a circumference of . With this orientation of dipole, the eyebrow causes the ring to be dielectrically loaded. Note, the dielectric loading phenomenon was not seen when the ring touched the head where the electric fields due to the ring are at a minimum, see Section III-A.
C. Varying Ring Size and Position on Phantom 3 at 1.8 GHz
Having shown the effect in homogenous phantoms by measurement and simulation, the results were extended to a more realistic head in FDTD.
In this section, jewelry rings have been added to the anatomically realistic Brooks head with a orientated monopole on a box, positioned 80 mm in front of the nose, see Phantom 3 in Fig. 1 . Rings of various sizes have been placed on the surface of the eyebrow, by the side of and below the nose. The rings near the nose were positioned level with the tip of the nose along the axis. The effect of piercing the rings through the skin has also been considered. This was done by moving the ring 4 mm in the direction away from the dipole. Part of the ring then lay inside the head and the copper Yee cells of the ring replaced the dielectric tissues of the head.
The results with the rings and the anatomical head are shown in Fig. 6 . The results are similar to the rings with the SAM head in Fig. 2 . The eyebrow ring and the ring by the side of the nose resonate when the circumference is approximately a wavelength. The ring below the nose resonates when the circumference is , as the nose causes dielectric loading in this orientation. However, the resonance size is less than with the ring near the eyebrow with the aligned dipole, see Fig. 5 as there is more contact between the ring and the head, see Fig. 4 , and the tissue properties of the model are different. The eyebrow ring has little effect on the maximum 1-g SAR in the head when the monopole is placed in front of the tip of the nose. Note, that with the source in front of the nose, the maximum SAR occurs in the nose. Therefore, the ring increased the SAR by the eyebrow, but had negligible effect on the maximum SAR in the head, as shown in Fig. 6 .
Piercing the ring through the skin can both increase and decrease the 1-g SAR, compared to a ring touching the surface, depending on the location of the ring, as shown in Fig. 6 . Piercing the ring through the skin by the eyebrow or by the side of the nose can increase the resonant size of the ring. The largest 1-g SAR occurs with a ring pierced through the side of the nose of the Brooks head. This ring increased the 1-g SAR by 7.5 times to 3.98 W/kg. All the sizes and positions of jewelry investigated, increased the 1-g SAR in the anatomical head, compared to the case without the ring. Fig. 7 presents results for the difference in SAR distribution caused by a 60 mm diameter ring. The change is most pronounced on the tip of the nose whilst at the back of the head there is little or no change in SAR.
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This paper has investigated and quantified the effects of circular metallic jewelry on the SAR in the head. The 1-g SAR was found to increase by approximately 7.5 times when circular metallic jewelry is placed inbetween the phantom and the RF source so that it is in-line with peak SAR location with the homogenous cubic phantom, the homogeneous realistically shaped phantom and the anatomically realistic head. The 1-g and 10-g SAR values obtained with a resonant ring were generally less than found in the literature with a mobile phone held to the ear.
Initially, a simple cubic phantom was used to explain the mechanisms that increased the SAR. Rings positioned away from the head were found to resonate when the circumference was approximately one wavelength. Rings entirely laying on the surface of the head had little effect. In a cubic phantom, rings were found to focus energy away from the edges of the front surface of the phantom and towards the middle of the front surface of the phantom.
Similar effects were found with rings touching the SAM head. The SAR was increased if the circumference of the ring is approximately a wavelength. The simulation results were verified with measurements using the DASY4 measurement system. The asymmetric current on the ring meant the ring behaved differently depending on where it was positioned on the head and the polarization of the source. Rings that touched the head, where the electric fields from the ring were large, resonated at a smaller size due to the head causing the ring to be dielectrically loaded. This would mean that smaller (and possibly more popular) jewelry rings may have an effect in certain geometries.
The understanding of the basic mechanisms found with simple phantoms was then extended to realistic jewelry, placed on an anatomical head with a realistic source. As before, the 1-g SAR increased when the ring was approximately a wavelength in circumference. The location of the ring relative to the skin and the head was found to be significant. Piercing the ring through the skin affected the SAR. Future work will consider jewelry in different positions, relative to the body, and different frequencies of excitation. Different anatomical phantoms will also be considered, as the shape and internal structure of each head is different and jewelry may have different effects on different people. A final point to note is that jewelry rings of the size needed to cause significant effects were large at 1.8 GHz and although jewelry of this size is sometimes worn, it is not common.
